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Abstract. Waste heat to power conversion using Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) is expected to play an important role in CO₂ reductions from diesel engines. Firstly, a review of automotive ORCs is presented focusing on the pure working fluids, thermal architectures and expanders. The discussion includes, but is not limited to: R245fa, ethanol and water as fluids; series, parallel and cascade as architectures; dry saturated, superheated and supercritical as expansion conditions; and scroll, radial turbine and piston as expansion machines. Secondly, research direction in versatile expander and holistic architecture (NOₓ + CO₂) are proposed. Benefits of using the proposed unconventional approaches are quantified using Ricardo Wave and Aspen HYSYS for diesel engine and ORC modelling. Results indicate that, the implementation of versatile piston expander tolerant to two-phase and using cyclopentane can potentially increase the highway drive cycle power by 8%. Furthermore, holistic architecture offering complete utilisation of charge air and exhaust recirculation heat increased the performance noticeably to 5% of engine power at the design point condition.

1 Introduction

Diesel engines are projected to remain one of the primary power source in trucking, marine and rail sectors, hence, future engine developments will emphasise on CO₂ reductions, alongside regulated emissions standards (e.g. Euro 6). Theoretical studies have shown indirect methods to be the more efficient technique for waste heat to power conversion for exhaust gases [1]. Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) is stated as the preferred system when comparing the overall conversion efficiency and technology readiness level for highway trucking [2]. Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and post-turbine exhaust are being targeted due to higher quality and/or quantity. However, coolant and Charge Air Cooler (CAC) heat require innovative approaches (e.g. direct engine block heat recovery) [3].

ORC demonstrations of multiple heat recovery in series, parallel and cascade arrangements are taking advantage of the broader choice of working fluids and advancements in expanders. For relatively low, medium and high temperature heat sources, R245fa by Domingues et al. [4], ethanol by Larsen et al. [5] and MM by Fernandez et al. [6] has been suggested. Additionally, with emphasis on environment, R1234yf was indicated optimal from a thermo-economic approach by Yang et al. [7]. Experimental
results with efficiencies approaching 80% with scroll expander by Wang et al. [8], 70% with screw expander by Zhang et al. [9] and 65% with piston expander by Seher et al. [10] have been presented. Furthermore, the trucking sector is integrating prototypes to address issues relating to durability, packaging and controls [11]. ORCs were the most demonstrated technology in the 5–15 kW range, offering thermal efficiencies around 8–12% and a potential of 4–6% reduction in fuel consumption. Specific system weight and cost following standardisation are projected to be 10 kg/kW and 300 £/kW [12–14].

This paper consists of two parts. Firstly, a conceptual and technical review of automotive ORCs is presented focusing on the pure working fluids, thermal architectures, expanders and application specific challenges. The review is divided by the common classifications of working fluids. Consideration is given to the associated expander inlet conditions (illustrated using Fig. 1) and heat recovery arrangements (illustrated using Fig. 2). Secondly, research direction in versatile expander and holistic architecture (NOx + CO2) are proposed to partially address the challenges hindering ORC implementation. This extends the earlier works which linked process requirements to the fundamental fluid properties and process integration guidelines to optimised energy conversion [3]. Engine and ORC modelling was performed in Ricardo Wave and Aspen HYSYS (using Peng-Robinson equation of state) [15, 16]. The relative simulation results, against the published ORC conclusions, quantified the benefits of using methods less common within the automotive sector and unconventional approaches.

![Fig. 1. Illustrative literature ORC operation (a) Recuperated (b) Supercritical (c) Superheated (d) Dry vapour.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Illustrative literature heat recovery architecture (a, b) Series (c) Parallel (d) Cascade.](image2)

### 2.1 Review – refrigerants

Using nearly dry saturated vapour expansion (Fig. 1d), Wang et al. simulated a cascade architecture (Fig. 2d), where the interconnected High Temperature (HT) cycle and Low Temperature (LT) cycles recovered exhaust heat using R245fa and coolant heat using R134a [17]. Despite a low 7% ORC thermal efficiency due to the LT coolant, a 3% point increase in gasoline engine thermal efficiency was calculated. Cascade architectures
allowed higher heat exploitation, however, the challenges relating to system size, control and complexity may be prohibitive for automotive applications. Hussain and Brigham also simulated coolant and exhaust heat using R245fa, however, in a series architecture (Fig. 2b) [18]. The residual exhaust heat coming out of the evaporator was also used for preheating. The power generated during city drive cycle could only provide 1/3rd of the accessory load requirement due to the on-off conditions of the considered hybrid gasoline engine.

Cummins demonstrated EGR and exhaust parallel architecture (Fig. 2c), initially using a superheated recuperated R245fa cycle (Fig. 1a). In the continued work, the ORC system was packaged on a truck employing low rates of EGR and high efficiency Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system [11]. The system delivered 4.5-6% fuel efficiency improvements, the turbine output power was mechanical to the crankshaft through a gearbox and the condenser was a direct air cooled condenser at the front of the engine cooling module. R245fa has a high Global Warming Potential (GWP) of 1030. This coupled with the lack of non-flammable alternatives has led to intense development efforts by the chemical companies to design improved molecular makeup refrigerants [19]. Cogswell et al. has examined a 5 kW supercritical recuperated ORC using Novec 649, a 4th generation low GWP refrigerant (Fig. 1b) [12]. Furthermore, Cummins have replaced 245fa with R1233zd(e) [11].

In summary, for refrigerant as the working fluid, the majority of publications have selected R245fa, a drying fluid due to higher molecular complexity. R245fa played a key role in the initial resurgence of automotive ORC due to a positive stationary ORC experience and the possibility to modify existing sector hardware. R245fa was better suited for heat recovery < 300°C and condensing temperatures < 50°C.

Finally, scroll expanders, screw expanders and radial turbines, all have been demonstrated using refrigerants. For scroll expanders under 10 kW output, Barccoa et al. have shown efficiencies up to 70% with Pressure Ratio (PR) of 5.5:1 and maximum cycle temperature of 190°C [20]. With improvements in rotor profile of screw expanders, Leibowitz et al. presented efficiencies up to 70% at engine RPMs for under 25 kW output [21]. Subcritical turbine envelope with maximum inlet conditions, pressure ratio and maximum speed of 27 bar, 230°C, 10.8:1 and 70,000 rpm was demonstrated by Halliwell [22]. Furthermore, supercritical radial inflow turbine with 15 primary and splitter vanes was modelled by Cogswell et al. [12]. Inlet conditions, peak efficiency, pressure ratio, power output and speed was 28 bar, 260°C, 80%, 12:1, 10 kW and 78,000 rpm.

### 2.2 Review – inorganics

Using water as the working fluid, Katsanos et al. simulated exhaust only and series exhaust then EGR architectures (Fig. 2a) for a truck engine, offering average fuel consumption improvements of 4.3% and 6.8% [23]. The majority of the heat needed for evaporation came from exhaust and the superheating was covered by the high EGR rate (Fig. 1c) at the mid-speed mid-load engine condition (B50). Cooper et al. additionally showed a low sensitivity to engine speed and load [13]. At high EGR rate and high-speed high-load engine condition, Arunachalam et al. theoretically evaluated Rankine cycle architectures, even combining CAC [24]. They showed that the power produced from EGR only heat recovery was 72% of the cycle which recovered all the three gaseous sources.

Simulations investigating the controllability of the Rankine cycle for exhaust only architecture in highway drive cycle with practical operating pressures was presented by Weerasinghe et al [14]. The higher fuel consumption improvements reported were due to a steam storage reservoir between the evaporator and the expander, providing an energy buffer through periods of varying engine operation. With HT heat favoring water and LT heat favoring 4th generation refrigerants (e.g. R1234yf), the combination of these two
different classes of fluids were also proposed in water-organic cascade architecture by Bae et al. [25]. Additional inorganic cycles in literature included, supercritical CO$_2$, ammonia and Kalina cycle, however, due to the requirement of a low condensing temperature, excessive system pressures for equal performance to refrigerants and complex packaging, respectively, these may be inappropriate options for truck applications [26, 27].

In summary, Rankine cycle was stated to be effective only for HT heat (e.g. series exhaust then EGR architecture) usually > 400°C and paired with condensing temperature > 100°C. Water gave the highest thermal efficiency for a given ΔT of source, however, required expander PR was higher for a given evaporator and condenser temperature compared to refrigerants [3]. Screw expanders were also modelled for two-phase water expansion in the HT cascade section offering noticeable improvements [28, 29].

2.3 Review – hydrocarbons

AVL initially performed fluid comparisons study between R245fa and ethanol, highlighting a favorable case for ethanol. In the continued work, they demonstrated a superheated ethanol cycle with IHE for trucks using exhaust only architecture due to low EGR rates [30]. For fixed evaporation (120°C) and condensation (70°C) temperatures, average fuel consumption improvement of 3.8% was shown. Seher et al. compared working fluids at a condensation temperature of 100°C using a piston expander and turbine in the EGR and exhaust parallel architecture [10]. Ethanol was considered as a suitable fluid as it provided high performance using either piston expander or turbine. Edwards et al. investigated EGR only, exhaust only and EGR and exhaust parallel architectures using ethanol [31]. The controlled use of EGR and exhaust showed the greatest simulated fuel consumption improvement of 4.3%. The ORC condenser was integrated with the HT engine radiator and all architectures utilised the same piston expander map.

For series coolant and exhaust architecture, compared to refrigerants, contrary conclusions can be drawn for hydrocarbons from the simulations of Vaja and Gambarotta [32]. Thermodynamic attributes using benzene showed that the series coolant and exhaust architecture gave an improvement only 1/10th higher than exhaust only architecture. Hence, the marginal drop in efficiency for a reduction in cost and complexity favoured the simpler architecture.

In summary, ethanol in EGR and exhaust parallel architectures was the preferred hydrocarbon at 300–400°C heat (i.e. typical exhaust gas temperatures). Hydrocarbons generally decompose quickly, thus reducing their overall toxicity risk, they also have GWP < 20 [19]. Hydrocarbons do present the challenge of flammability, however, improved technologies to reduce risk and use in the context of a closed system has led to a revived interest. For exhaust only architecture, alkanes have also been recommended due to excellent thermo-physical and environmental characteristics by Shu et al. [33]. In high ΔT applications, studies demonstrated efficient piston expanders with engine RPMs and high inlet temperature/pressure (380°C/32 bar) as suitable alternative to turbines for water and ethanol [10].

2.4 Research direction – vapour and two-phase expanders

In this section, the fundamental results for two-phase expansion are presented and compared against superheated expansion. Furthermore, included in the discussion are the challenges and recommendations for two-phase expansion. Heat recovery was considered from a turbocharged, 12.8 L truck engine model (Euro 6 with high efficiency SCR) at the low-speed mid-load condition (A50). The ORC inputs, assumptions and sizes presented in Table 1, which correspond to realistic values, were utilised. Simulations were conducted
using cyclopentane, the proposed fluid in this study, and ethanol, a common literature fluid. Heat transfer areas (approximated as UA, product of the heat transfer coefficient and area) and expander size (approximated as PR) were fixed. Expansion and pumping efficiencies were kept constant at relatively lower values (55%).

**Table 1.** Boundary conditions, assumptions and sizes considered during modelling.

| Common in all simulations | Specific to A50 1160 rpm, 131 kW | Specific to B50 1440 rpm, 158 kW | Specific to B50 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;cool air in&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>30°C</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;exh&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>380°C</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;exh&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>375°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;cool air out&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>50°C</td>
<td>m&lt;sub&gt;exh&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.176 kg/s</td>
<td>m&lt;sub&gt;exh&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.223 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η&lt;sub&gt;pump&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>cp&lt;sub&gt;exh&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.14 kJ/kg°C</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;CAE&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>90°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η&lt;sub&gt;exp&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>UA&lt;sub&gt;exh HEX&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>600 W/°C</td>
<td>m&lt;sub&gt;CAE&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.223 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA&lt;sub&gt;cond&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1100 W/°C</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;EGR&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>430°C</td>
<td>PR&lt;sub&gt;exp&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>16:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFR&lt;sub&gt;exp X&lt;/sub&gt;-1</td>
<td>19:1</td>
<td>m&lt;sub&gt;EGR&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.033 kg/s</td>
<td>ΔP&lt;sub&gt;HEX fluid&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.6 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η&lt;sub&gt;trans&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>ΔP&lt;sub&gt;cond fluid&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.2 bar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3a presents the expansion Volume Flow Ratio (VFR), net power and thermal efficiency results for cyclopentane and ethanol with expansion inlet condition of liquid (X = 0) to dry saturated vapour (X = 1) expansion. With reduction in vapour fraction, the thermal efficiency decreased (11 to 8.7%), due to the reduction in the expansion enthalpy change. Nonetheless, the reduction in the net power of cyclopentane was limited to below 15% (4.7 vs. 5.6 kW) when a vapour fraction ≥ 0.4 was maintained. For approximately 1/6th of the duration in highway drive cycle, power is not generated due to the insufficient temperature and pressure conditions at the conventional expander inlet. Hence, a working fluid and expander combination, which can tolerate two-phase expansion then potentially offers a partial means to recover more frequent power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-pent VFR</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>E-OH VFR</td>
<td>110.6</td>
<td>E-OH kW</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-pent kW</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>E-OH kW</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>C-pent %</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-OH %</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>E-OH %</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Simulation results for (a) Two-phase expansion (b) Superheated expansion.

The two-phase expansion was compared against the conventional approach of superheated expansion. Fig. 3b presents the results for cyclopentane and ethanol of dry saturated vapour to 50°C superheated expansion. At the dry saturated vapour condition, cyclopentane offered 15% additional net power (5.6 vs. 4.8 kW) for equal UA and VFR values to ethanol. With increasing superheat, the net power results converged (A15 to A7%) due to the opposing shape of the T-S curve for the two fluids. As a result, for organic fluids in high ΔT applications, the design point corresponded close to the dry saturated vapour condition.
The VFR with cyclopentane for the two-phase expansion \((X = 0.4)\) was noticeably higher (2 times) than the dry saturated vapour expansion (39:1 vs 19:1). This may not necessarily correspond to the requirement of a linear increase in the design point VFR. This can be attributed to the density of the two-phase being much higher (3.7 times) compared to the dry saturated vapour. As a result, operational VFR of the two-phase expansion is expected to be greater than the design point VFR of the dry saturated vapour expansion. Cyclopentane offered an equal VFR to ethanol at \(X = 1\) with lower PR (16:1 vs. 19:1) and a relatively lower VFR variation between \(X = 0–1\) (3.6 vs. 6.5 times), providing a more practical solution.

The fluid side of the exhaust heat exchanger (HEX) typically includes two temperature measurements, one at the inlet \((T_{in})\) and the other at the exit \((T_{out})\). With the two-phase expansion, the HEX only requires an additional in-build intermediate temperature measurement \((T_{inter})\). When \(T_{inter} \approx T_{out}\), it can be assumed the HEX exit is in a two-phase state (i.e. \(X > 0.4\)). Due to the limited impact on net power and VFR for \(X > 0.4\), the above approach is expected to suffice, limiting the challenge relating to the ORC control.

The two-phase \((X = 0.4)\) expansion process is expected to be slightly inefficient when compared to the dry saturated vapour expansion. If the two-phase expansion efficiency was assumed to be 50%, the net power generated was still 75% of the design point. This indicates that despite the decreasing net power by reducing vapour fraction, power can be produced more frequently in a transient drive cycle using expanders that can expand two-phase as well as vapour. Finally, assuming power generation potential for \(2/3\)rd of the untapped transient highway drive cycle, the implementation of expander tolerant to two-phase increased the drive cycle power by 8%.

### 2.5 Research direction – holistic NO\(_x\) and CO\(_2\) reducing thermal architectures

Modern emission compliant truck engines with high efficiency SCR systems offer three gaseous sources for potential heat recovery. CAC for cooler intake temperatures and engine downsizing, EGR for NO\(_x\) reduction, and post-turbine exhaust gases. As such, emission standards and CO\(_2\) reduction cannot be uncoupled and has to be addressed on the same engine platform, since techniques for NO\(_x\) reduction have a high impact on engine thermal efficiency and the available waste heat. There is a potential challenge in integrating exhaust gases with CAC, due to lower quality (75–150°C) and transient flows (boost pressures 1.5–3 bar), and EGR, due to lower quantity (≈ 15% of exhaust) and higher quality (50–100°C > exhaust). In this section, holistic revision of the engine and ORC thermal architecture is presented with the objective of proposing an integrated heat recovery, engine downsizing and NO\(_x\) limiting platform. Simulations were conducted using cyclopentane at B50, an operating condition which corresponds closely to the expected ORC design point in highway trucking.

Since CAC and EGR thermal conditions differ amongst the engine applications, Fig. 4a presents an ORC utilising a combined medium temperature HEX. This is used for cooling the blended charge air and exhaust recirculation, and is located post-compressor in the engine platform as shown in Fig. 4b (SCR excluded for illustration). Due to the available cooling margin in the engine cooling module, the LT engine radiator was modified into the ORC condenser and the air temperature rise was limited to 20°C. Compared to the exhaust HEX \((UA = 1000 \text{ W/°C})\), the combined HEX \((UA = 1680 \text{ W/°C})\) was larger in size due to a cooling requirement to 60°C and relatively medium quality heat. Nonetheless, the larger size can be partially compensated since these streams are already a part of the engine cooling module. Additionally, this architecture reduces the number of thermal components, offers suitable medium quality heat for series heat recovery, and utilises only higher quality exhaust heat.
In the simulated case, heat recovery was 20.2 and 57.9 kW in the combined and the exhaust HEX, resulting in the complete utilisation of CAC and EGR heat (Table 1). The minimum temperature difference was 10 and 20°C for combined and the exhaust HEX. Such minimum temperature difference values offer a suitable trade-off between the heat transfer area and the ORC power [3]. The maximum and minimum cycle temperature/pressure combination were 180°C/20.5 bar and 50°C/1 bar during vapour expansion condition. The ORC system was 10.1% efficient and generated a net power of 7.9 kW, which corresponded to 5% of engine power. These results were compared against ethanol for exhaust heat recovery architecture only, a total improvement of 36% (Δ 2.1 kW) was recorded.

### 3 Conclusion

Despite an increased risk, ORCs have demonstrated higher overall conversion efficiency and technology readiness level for CO₂ reductions in highway trucking. The 8–12% thermally efficient systems for 5–15 kW output have shown 4–6% reduction in fuel consumption. The specific system weight and cost following standardisation are projected to be 10 kg/kW and 300 £/kW. Firstly discussed was, the use of exhaust, EGR and coolant as heat sources; R245fa, ethanol and water as working fluids; series, parallel and cascade as thermal architectures; dry saturated, superheated and supercritical as expansion inlet conditions; and scroll, radial turbine and piston as expansion machines. Furthermore, emerging ORC approaches included: use of 4th generation refrigerants, innovative methods for LT heat recovery, and two-phase water expansion in HT cascade section. Secondly, research direction in versatile expander and holistic architecture (NOₓ + CO₂) were proposed. By linking process requirements to the fundamental fluid properties and process integration guidelines to optimised energy conversion, ORC modelling in Aspen HYSYS and engine modelling in Ricardo Wave was conducted. Results indicated that, the implementation of versatile piston expander tolerant to two-phase and using cyclopentane can potentially increase the highway drive cycle power by 8%. Implementation challenges relating to: high expansion VFR, two-phase ORC control and expansion inefficiency were also considered. Finally, holistic revision of the engine and ORC thermal architecture was presented with the objective of proposing an integrated heat recovery, engine downsizing and NOₓ limiting platform. This reduced the number of thermal components, offered suitable medium quality heat for series architecture, resulted in complete utilisation of charge air and recirculation heat, utilised only high quality exhaust heat and increased the ORC performance to 5% of engine power at the design point.
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